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ABSTRACT

PSR J2140−2311B is a 13-ms pulsar discovered in 2001 in a 7.8-hour Green Bank Telescope (GBT)

observation of the core-collapsed globular cluster M30 and predicted to be in a highly eccentric bi-

nary orbit. This pulsar has eluded detection since then, therefore its precise orbital parameters have

remained a mystery until now. In this work, we present the confirmation of this pulsar using observa-

tions taken with the UHF receivers of the MeerKAT telescope as part of the TRAPUM Large Survey

Project. Taking advantage of the beamforming capability of our backends, we have localized it, placing

it 1.2(1)′ from the cluster centre. Our observations have enabled the determination of its orbit: it is

highly eccentric (e = 0.879) with an orbital period of 6.2 days. We also measured the rate of periastron

advance, ω̇ = 0.078 ± 0.002 deg yr−1. Assuming that this effect is fully relativistic, general relativity

provides an estimate of the total mass of the system, MTOT = 2.53 ± 0.08 M�, consistent with the

lightest double neutron star systems known. Combining this with the mass function of the system

gives the pulsar and companion masses of mp < 1.43 M� and mc > 1.10 M� respectively. The massive,

undetected companion could either be a massive WD or a NS. M30B likely formed as a result of a

secondary exchange encounter. Future timing observations will allow the determination of a phase-

coherent timing solution, vastly improving our uncertainty in ω̇ and likely enabling the detection of

additional relativistic effects which will determine mp and mc.

Keywords: Star:neutron (1108) — Globular Clusters:individual: M30 (656) — Pulsars: individual

PSR J2140−2311B (1306)

1. INTRODUCTION

Globular clusters (GCs) are dense spheroidal arrange-

ment of stars held together by their own gravity. Their

high stellar densities (103−6 pc−3) enable dynamical in-

teractions, where some of these old NSs — which would

have remained undetectable if located in the Galactic

disk — can gain a stellar mass companion, for example,

a main-sequence (MS) star either in binary - single star

encounters, or direct NS - MS encounters (Verbunt &

Hut 1987; Sigurdsson & Phinney 1995; Davies & Benz

1995; Davies & Hansen 1998).

In the resulting binaries, a MS or giant star trans-

fers mass and angular momentum to the NS. During

this accretion process, commonly referred to as ‘recy-

cling’, thermal X-ray emission is produced due to fric-

tional heating from the in-falling matter, making these

systems detectable as low, intermediate, or high-mass

X-ray binaries depending on the mass of the donor star.

In GCs, only low-mass stars are still on the main se-

quence, therefore any X-ray binaries containing NSs are

low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs; Clark 1975). Because

low-mass MS companions evolve slowly, LMXBs are very

long-lived. At the end of this process, a recycled radio
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pulsar (a ‘millisecond pulsar’, or MSP, with P < 20

ms) emerges (e.g. Alpar et al. 1982). These systems

mostly resemble the MSPs in the Galactic disk, which

have a wide variety of companions (black widows, red-

backs, white dwarfs and some isolated MSPs as well); all

of them produced by unperturbed stellar evolution; the

majority have orbits with low (e < 10−3) eccentricities

(Manchester et al. 2005)1.

These dynamical formation channels for LMXBs ex-

plain why LMXBs and MSPs are so abundant in GCs

relative to the Galaxy. At the time of writing (2022 De-

cember), 272 radio pulsars in 38 GCs are known (see

‘GC Pulsar Catalog‘2) of which 245 (∼ 90%) are MSPs.

Per unit stellar mass, GCs are estimated to have three

orders of magnitude more LMXBs and MSPs than the

Galactic disk (Clark 1975; van den Berg 2020). Some

of these channels, like direct collisions of NSs with MS

stars (Davies et al. 1992), can also explain some of the

exotic objects found in GCs, like ultra-compact X-ray

binaries (Ivanova et al. 2005), see Ye et al. (2022) for

a recent review. Furthermore, some dynamical interac-

tions, like perturbations from nearby stars, explain why

a significant percentage of the MSPs - white dwarf sys-

tems in GCs have mildly eccentric orbits (Phinney 1992;

Camilo & Rasio 2005; Ransom 2008).

However, the extreme stellar densities at the cores of

the GCs with the highest interaction rates per binary, γ

(Verbunt & Freire 2014) - especially the core-collapsed

GCs - imply that stars are likely to go through repeated

gravitational interactions with other stars and binaries

in the core. This leads to the formation, in these GCs,

of binary systems where already fully recycled MSPs

acquire massive companions in additional exchange en-

counters (Prince et al. 1991; Freire et al. 2004; Lynch

et al. 2012; DeCesar et al. 2015; Ridolfi et al. 2021, 2022;

Kremer et al. 2022). If these massive companions are de-

generate, so these orbits retain the high eccentricity of

the systems after the exchange encounters. Such sys-

tems could even include MSP - black hole binaries (e.g.

Ye et al. 2019).

These systems are especially interesting because the

rotational stability of MSPs, which rivals atomic clocks

on long timescales (e.g. Hobbs et al. 2020) makes them

extremely useful for a diverse array of applications: their

orbital eccentricities and large companion masses en-

ables precise mass measurements for the MSPs and their

companions (Lynch et al. 2012; Ridolfi et al. 2019) and,

at least in one case so far, tests of gravity theories (Ja-

1 https://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/
2 See http://www.naic.edu/∼pfreire/GCpsr.html for an up-to date

count.

coby et al. 2006). Even if they are not in eccentric bi-

naries, MSPs in globular clusters can be used to probe

their gravitational potentials (Freire et al. 2017; Prager

et al. 2017; Perera et al. 2017; Abbate et al. 2018).

M30 (NGC 7099) is a GC located at a distance of 8.1

kpc from the sun, at Galactic coordinates l = 27.18◦,

b = −46.84◦ (Harris 1996, 2010 revision), and has an

estimated age of 12.9 Gyr (Forbes & Bridges 2010). This

GC is of particular interest for pulsar searching as it is a

core-collapsed cluster and has shown significant evidence

of mass segregation (Howell et al. 2000). Its core has a

radius of 3.6′′ and its half-light radius is 61.8′′ (Harris

2010).

Previous searches for pulsars in M30 using obser-

vations taken at the 100-m Green Bank Telescope

(GBT), yielded the discovery of two radio pulsars:

PSR J2140−2310A (M30A), a 11.01-ms eclipsing pulsar

in a 4.17-h orbit; and PSR J2140−2311B (M30B) (Ran-

som et al. 2004), a 13.0-ms binary pulsar. Based on the

spin frequency evolution seen in the 7.8 h discovery ob-

servation in 2001, Ransom et al. (2004) could infer that

this pulsar must be in a highly eccentric (e ≥ 0.45),

relativistic orbit. However, a precise characterisation

of this orbit was not possible because the pulsar was

not detected in any other observations made with the

GBT with the total time spent on source adding up to

30 h. The reason for this is that it was discovered while

its flux was being amplified by diffractive scintillation,

which produces a strong modulation in the flux densi-

ties of the pulsars in this cluster (see Fig. 3 of Ransom

et al. 2004, which shows the flux density variations ob-

served for M30A). Because of this, the basic characteris-

tics of this system have remained a mystery for the last

20 years.

Aided by sensitivity gains offered by the MeerKAT

telescope, we present the first set of detections of this

pulsar since the discovery observation in 2001, which

have revealed the nature of this system.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

We observed M30 using MeerKAT, with at least 56

antennas per observation, on 9 occasions between 2020

December and 2022 September (see table 1 for details).

Our initial campaign consisted of four observations, each

lasting 60 minutes, taken as part of the TRansients And

PUlsars with Meerkat (TRAPUM3; Stappers & Kramer

2016) Large Survey Project (LSP) between December

2020 and January 2021.

3 http://www.trapum.org

https://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/
http://www.naic.edu/~pfreire/GCpsr.html
http://www.trapum.org
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Table 1. List of MeerKAT observations of M30B recorded and analysed for this work. tsamp : sampling time, Npol : Number
of polarizations recorded, fc : central frequency, ∆f : bandwidth, Nant: number of MeerKAT antennas used, Nbeam : number of
tied-array beams recorded. All APSUSE observations were incoherently dedispersed to DM = 25.06 pc cm−3 and downsampled
to 256 channel filterbank files. All PTUSE observations were recorded with full stokes information, coherently dedispersed to
a DM of 25.06 pc cm−3 and downsampled to 256 channel psrfits files to save disk space.

Obs. id Start Time Start Time Length Backend tsamp Npol fc ∆f Nchan Nant Nbeam

(Date) (MJD) (s) (µs) (MHz) (MHz)

01L 2021 Dec 17 59200.512 3600 APSUSE 76.56 1 1284 856 4096 56 287

02L 2021 Dec 29 59212.572 3600 APSUSE 76.56 1 1284 856 4096 56 287

03U 2021 Jan 22 59236.453 3600 APSUSE 60.24 1 816 544 4096 56 287

04U 2021 Jan 30 59244.488 3600 APSUSE 60.24 1 816 544 4096 56 275

05Ua 2022 Jun 29 59759.837 3600 PTUSE 9.41 4 816 544 1024 60 1

06Ua 2022 Jun 30 59760.179 3600 PTUSE 9.41 4 816 544 1024 60 1

07Ua 2022 Jun 30 59760.880 3600 PTUSE 9.41 4 816 544 1024 60 1

08Ua 2022 Jul 02 59762.877 3600 PTUSE 9.41 4 816 544 1024 60 1

09U 2022 Sep 09 59831.785 16200 PTUSE 9.41 4 816 544 1024 64 1

a These observations are phase connected in our timing solution provided in table 2. The remaining observations have been fitted with
arbitrary time-offsets in the form of ‘JUMP’ statements.

Of these, the first two observations were recorded

with the L-band receivers, with a central frequency of

1284 MHz and a bandwidth of 856 MHz split into 4096

frequency channels and sampled every 76.56 µs. The

next two observations were recorded with the Ultra High

Frequency (UHF) receivers, centered at the frequency of

816 MHz with a bandwidth of 544 MHz, also split into

4096 channels, and sampled every 60.24 µs. We used

the Filterbanking Beamformer User Supplied Equip-

ment (FBFUSE, Barr 2018) as the backend to form be-

tween 275-287 synthesized beams on the sky with an

overlap fraction4 of 0.8, enabling arcsecond localization

of pulsars after initial detection. The beam tiling pat-

tern corresponding to each pointing was estimated based

on an optimal hexagonal packing approach of ellipti-

cal beams. This was done using the Mosaic5 software

(Chen et al. 2021). The beams were processed on-line by

the Accelerated Pulsar Search User Supplied Equipment

(APSUSE) computing cluster, where data from each

beam are converted into an 8-bit, Stokes-I pulsar-search

mode file, based on the sigproc filterbank format

(Lorimer 2011). We then incoherently dedispersed the

observations off-line, using a dispersion measure (DM)

of 25.06 pc cm−3 (which corresponds to the DM of the

other known pulsar, M30A), and then downsampled the

data in frequency by a factor of 16 (bringing the total

number of frequency channels to 256) so as to reduce

the data volume.

4 The boundary of the synthesized beams in the tiling overlap each
other with the power level equal to this ratio.

5 https://github.com/wchenastro/Mosaic

Based on the results obtained from the TRAPUM ob-

servations, we also carried out a follow-up orbital cam-

paign, with a pseudo-log cadence, between 2022 June

and July . Each of these observations was 60 minutes,

with the exception of a 280-minute (4.5 h) periastron-

passage observation in September 2022. These follow-

up observations were made using at least 60 antennas,

the UHF receivers and the Pulsar Timing User Sup-

plied Equipment (PTUSE) backend (Bailes et al. 2020).

PTUSE recorded the data from a single tied-array beam

placed at the nominal centre of M30.6 The full band-

width of 544 MHz was split into 1024 frequency chan-

nels, coherently dedispersed to a DM of 25.06 pc cm−3,

downsampled to 256 frequency channels and saved in

PSRFITS format (Hotan et al. 2004). PTUSE obser-

vations were also recorded in search-mode since at the

time we did not yet have an accurate orbital ephemeris,

and to allow further pulsar searches. These observations

were recorded in full-Stokes mode to enable polarimet-

ric measurements, and sampled every 15.06 µs for high-

resolution pulsar timing.

All the observations used the Inter-Quartile Range

Mitigation algorithm (Morello et al. 2022) as a first-pass

to filter out bright Radio-frequency interference (RFI)

signals. The data were then shipped on hard drives to

Garching, Germany, where the primary search analysis

6 Additionally, we also recorded TRAPUM search-mode observa-
tions in parallel to enable further pulsar and transient searches
of the cluster.

https://github.com/wchenastro/Mosaic
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was conducted using the Max Planck Computing and

Data Facility (MPCDF) Hercules7 cluster.

2.1. Search Analysis

Our search analysis consists of two pipelines im-

plementing different search algorithms. First is pul-

sar miner8, a user-friendly wrapper of presto9

which is a fourier-domain acceleration search pipeline

sensitive to binary pulsars in constant acceleration

(P orb & 10 T obs; Ransom et al. 2002, 2003). Our second

pipeline called 3d/5d peasoup10 uses the template-

bank algorithm to search for pulsars in compact circu-

lar orbit binaries by coherently searching across three

Keplerian parameters in the time-domain (Balakrishnan

et al. 2022).

Before commencing searching, we cleaned all of the

observations again using presto’s rfifind program,

which masks frequency channels and sub-integrations

contaminated by radio frequency interference (RFI) us-

ing appropriate user-defined thresholds. Additionally,

we removed Fourier frequencies identified in a topocen-

tric zero-DM timeseries as they are almost certainly

caused by RFI. We then dedispersed the data between

23-28 pc cm−3 and transformed our observation frame

of reference to the solar-system barycenter by adding

or subtracting appropriate delays from the dedispersed

timeseries using the DE421 JPL Ephemerides (Folkner

et al. 2009). We searched for both isolated and binary

pulsars using the accelsearch routine in presto. For

our searches, we used the GPU version11 of presto with

a zmax = 1200 and performed incoherent harmonic sum-

ming of up-to 16 harmonics to be sensitive to narrow-

duty cycle pulsars.

Additionally, in order to be sensitive to binary pulsars

in more compact orbits, we performed the search not

only on the full 60-minute observation, but also split

the data into 15- and 30-minute chunks and searched

each segment with the same zmax value of 1200. This

gives us extra sensitivity towards pulsars in compact or-

bits (i.e. Porb & 150 min for the 15-min segments) at

the cost of raising our minimum flux density limit as

sensitivity improves with T obs
1/2. These searches also

improve our chances for finding a pulsar which shows

significant diffractive scintillation.

7 https://docs.mpcdf.mpg.de/doc/computing/clusters/systems/
Radioastronomy.html

8 https://github.com/alex88ridolfi/PULSAR MINER
9 https://github.com/scottransom/presto
10 https://github.com/vishnubk/5D Peasoup
11 https://github.com/jintaoluo/presto on gpu

Finally, in order to take advantage of the sensitivity of-

fered by the full 60-minute observation, but increase our

sensitivity towards compact orbits (i.e not be limited to

P orb & 10 T obs) we carried out a template-bank search

(Messenger et al. 2009; Knispel 2011; Knispel et al.

2013; Allen et al. 2013) where we expand from a one-

dimensional acceleration search to a three-dimensional

Keplerian parameter search (orbital period, projected

semi major axis and initial orbital phase) assuming a cir-

cular orbit binary. Here we searched for orbits between

4 and 10 h in the 60-minute observation and between

2 and 5 h in the 30-minute chunks, with initial orbital

phase between 0 and 2 π, mismatch of 10 % and a cover-

age of 90 % assuming a minimum pulsar spin-period of

2 ms, minimum pulsar mass of 1.4 M� and a maximum

companion mass of 8 M�. We refer the interested read-

ers to §3 of Ridolfi et al. (2021) and §2 of Balakrishnan

et al. (2022) for a more in-depth review of the pul-

sar miner and the 3d/5d peasoup pipelines respec-

tively. On average, we folded approximately 350 pulsar

candidates per beam for all our acceleration searches

and 1000 pulsar candidates per beam for our template-

bank searches12. Multiplying this number by the to-

tal number of synthesized beams times the four initial

observations taken under the TRAPUM project, ap-

proximately 1.5 million pulsar candidates were produced

which was infeasible to inspect manually. Therefore

we used machine-learning based pipelines to extract the

most interesting pulsar candidates. We used the Pulsar

Image Classification system (PICS; Zhu et al. 2014) and

Pulsar Candidate Identification Using Semi-Supervised

Generative Adversarial Networks (SGAN; Balakrishnan

et al. 2021) and manually inspected candidates which

scored above a threshold of 0.5 using either of these al-

gorithms. This reduced our candidate viewing load from

1.5 million to approximately 5000 (∼ 0.3%). No new

pulsars have been discovered in our analysis. However,

our pipelines blindly re-detected and confirmed the elu-

sive binary pulsar PSR J2140−2311B described in the

next section.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Confirmation of PSR J2140−2311B (M30B)

We redetected M30B in two out of four of our initial

set of TRAPUM observations. Both of our detections

were from data recorded in the UHF band taken during

2021 January 22 and 30 (obs id: 03U and 04U) with a

folded significance of 12.4 and 14.0 sigma respectively.

12 Larger numbers of candidates are expected for higher-order
template-bank searches since our computational trials scale up
due to the addition of more binary parameters.

https://docs.mpcdf.mpg.de/doc/computing/clusters/systems/Radioastronomy.html
https://docs.mpcdf.mpg.de/doc/computing/clusters/systems/Radioastronomy.html
https://github.com/alex88ridolfi/PULSAR_MINER
https://github.com/scottransom/presto
https://github.com/vishnubk/5D_Peasoup
https://github.com/jintaoluo/presto_on_gpu
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Figure 1. Bottom Panel: High S/N polarization pulse pro-
file of M30B obtained by summing phase-connected obser-
vations between 05U-08U recorded in the UHF band. Black
line represents the total intensity, red and blue lines display
the linear and circular polarization pulse profile respectively.
Top Panel: Measurements of Position Angle (PA) in degrees
above four sigma of the linear polarization.

The measured barycentric spin-period of 12.9896559(7)

ms with a detected DM = 25.07 pc cm−3 in the Jan 22

observation immediately confirmed that this was indeed

M30B initially reported in Ransom et al. (2004). The

absence of any clear detection from searches in the L-

band is consistent with the result of most GBT obser-

vations.

M30B has been consistently detected in our follow-up

orbital campaigns between 2022 June-September, which

were recorded in the UHF band; this is likely caused by a

combination of factors: the steep spectrum of the pulsar,

the fact that scintles are narrower at these lower frequen-

cies (thus leading to more of them being averaged within

a given band), higher sensitivity of MeerKAT (Gain G

= 2.63 K/Jy, assuming 60 antennas used) compared to

GBT (G = 2.0 K/Jy) and the wider frequency band-

width of the MeerKAT UHF receivers (Bandwidth: 544

MHz) compared to the GBT 820 MHz receiver (Band-

width: 200 MHz). Using PTUSE full-Stokes observa-

tions taken between 2022 Jun - July (obs id: 05U-

08U), we were able to obtain a high-S/N polarization

pulse profile of this pulsar using standard routines in the

PSRCHIVE13 (van Straten et al. 2012) software suite.

We detected a rotation measure (RM) = 8 ± 6 rad

13 https://psrchive.sourceforge.net/

m−2 which was used to de-Faraday the folded archive to

produce a linear and circular polarization pulse profile.

This is shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Localization

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the GBT

beam at 20 cm is about 9′. When M30B was initially

discovered, its position within the GBT telescope beam

and by extension within the cluster was not yet known.

The position of a pulsar with respect to the cluster cen-

tre gives us important clues regarding the evolutionary

history of the system. As mentioned in §2, MeerKAT

observations of this cluster made with the TRAPUM

backend typically consist of over 270 synthesized beams

(hereafter referred to as coherent beams) on the sky.

These beams are much smaller than the typical sky area

observed by a single-dish radio telescope at the same fre-

quency. For example, the size14 of the semi-major and

semi-minor axes of the coherent beam during the be-

ginning of the January 22nd UHF band were 27.3 and

21.9 arcseconds respectively15. Therefore, a detection

in one of the beams already tells us that the pulsar is

within or very near that beam. This position measure-

ment can be improved further if detections in multi-

ple beams are available which was the case with M30B

where we detected the pulsar in five neighbouring beams

in the 2021 January 22nd observation. We used the

SeeKAT multibeam localiser software16 (Bezuidenhout

et al. submitted.) to improve our estimate for the po-

sition of this pulsar. SeeKAT takes in the position of

the coherent beam, the detected S/N within it and the

beam point-spread function (PSF) calculated using the

software Mosaic and performs a maximum-likelihood

analysis to get a better estimate of the pulsar’s posi-

tion. In Figure 2, we show the known radio timing posi-

tion of M30A and the recently localized M30B’s position

within the cluster along with the TRAPUM beam tiling

pattern for the beginning of the observation taken on

2021 January 22. M30B is located 1.2(1)′ away from

the cluster centre and just outside the half-light radius.

The consequences of this in terms of the evolutionary

history of M30B is discussed in §3.5.

3.3. Preliminary Orbital analysis

Given our new detections from TRAPUM and

MeerTIME observations, the first step was to obtain

14 Defined here with an elliptical fit at 50-percent of the power level
15 The size of the coherent beam depends on the configuration of

the antennas used, on the central frequency of the observation
and on the source elevation

16 https://github.com/BezuidenhoutMC/SeeKAT

https://psrchive.sourceforge.net/
https://github.com/BezuidenhoutMC/SeeKAT
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Figure 2. Beam tiling pattern at the start of the TRAPUM observation of M30 recorded in UHF band on 2021 January 22.
Boundary of the ellipse plotted here corresponds to 50 % of the maximum power level. The beam pattern was generated using
Mosaic. The boundaries of the core and half-light radius have been obtained from the Harris (2010) catalog which are marked
as dashed and dash-dotted lines respectively. Overlaid on the plots in red are the two known pulsars within this cluster both of
which were reported in Ransom et al. (2004). While M30A was discovered and regularly monitored since then, M30B remained
undetected since the discovery detection which has now finally been confirmed, localized and solved using TRAPUM. The inset
shows a zoomed out version of the same plot.

an accurate orbital solution for M30B which requires

the identification of its orbital period Pb. In order to

do this, we extracted the barycentric epoch and spin-

period corresponding to each detection. We then used a

modified version17 of the Bhattacharyya & Nityananda

(2008) roughness algorithm to get an initial estimate of

the orbital period of this system. Roughness φ is cal-

culated by folding the data with a number of trial Pb
values. For each iteration, we then obtain data for the

observed spin-period versus orbital phase. From this,

we compute the summation of the squared differences of

the observed spin period between adjacent values of φ.

The idea here is that the roughness should be minimum

for the correct value of Pb. Building on the original al-

gorithm, we added a variance measure to obtain a more

robust measurement of Pb. Using this method, we esti-

17 https://github.com/mcbernadich/CandyCracker

mated the Pb of M30B to be 6.215 days. This estimate

was then used as an initial guess to build a first-pass

orbital ephemeris using the program fitorbit18.

3.4. Pulsar timing

The next step was to improve this orbital ephemeris

through a process known as pulsar timing. We started

by folding all our observations using the dspsr19 soft-

ware package (van Straten & Bailes 2011) modulo the

predicted spin-period from the orbital ephemeris ob-

tained from fitorbit. Then we formed a stable inte-

grated pulse profile by summing the data in frequency,

time, polarization. We then cross-correlated this high-

S/N pulse profile with an analytic template to extract

times of arrival (TOAs) at our telescope site for a partic-

18 https://github.com/vivekvenkris/fitorbit
19 https://dspsr.sourceforge.net/

https://github.com/mcbernadich/CandyCracker
https://github.com/vivekvenkris/fitorbit
https://dspsr.sourceforge.net/
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ular rotational phase of the pulsar. These preprocess-

ing steps were done using standard routines from the

PSRCHIVE20 (van Straten et al. 2012) software suite.

Using TOAs derived from our MeerKAT detections,

we were able to determine the orbital parameters of

M30B using the software tempo21 and the theory-

independent “DD” model (Damour & Deruelle 1986).

To get a better estimate of DM, we extracted TOAs

per frequency channel by summing each observation in

time and polarization and averaging our data across fre-

quency from 256 to 4 frequency channels. These TOAs

were then used to fit for DM by keeping all other orbital

and spin parameters fixed using tempo. Our ephemeris

was precise enough to fold and detect the pulsar in the

2021 and 2022 UHF observations (obs id: 03U - 08U).

However, since this ephemeris is not a phase-connected

solution, a priori we do not yet know the rotation count

between groups of TOAs of different observations. This

is estimated by adding an arbitrary time-offset for each

observation in the form of ‘JUMP’ statements between

each set of locally connected TOAs, and then attempt-

ing to establish the rotation counts between close sets

of observations, as described in detail in §3 of Freire &

Ridolfi (2018). Given the general sparsity of the detec-

tions, especially between 2001 and 2022, we could not

connect all observations this way, so we used Dracula

(described in §4 of Freire & Ridolfi 2018) to automati-

cally identify the unknown number of rotations between

observations. However, even with this algorithm, we

cannot yet determine a unique phase-coherent timing

solution for all the data of the pulsar, as the number of

observations is still too small for that.

However, we obtained a good orbital solution (see Ta-

ble 2, χ2 = 1.36) that can fold all the observations, in-

cluding the early 2001 observation, and another observa-

tion taken during periastron on 2022 Sept (obs id: 09U).

Additionally, all the TOAs from the 4-day orbital cam-

paign (obs id: 05U-08U) made in 2022 are phase con-

nected; this provides an important contribution to the

precision of our solution. The post-fit residuals for this

model can be found in Figure 3 with the arbitrary time

offsets subtracted. The flat residuals indicate that the

model provides, within its current limitations, a good

description of the timing. We were also able to recover

the pulsar in one of our MeerKAT L-band observa-

tions (obs id: 02L) which was undetected by our blind

searches. However, even with the aid of this ephemeris,

we still could not recover the signal in any of the old

20 https://psrchive.sourceforge.net/
21 https://tempo.sourceforge.net/

GBT observations besides the discovery observation, nor

in two 30-minute observations of M30 at a frequency of

400 MHz taken with the Giant Metrewave Radio Tele-

scope (GMRT) in India as part of the GC survey pre-

sented by Gautam et al. (2022).

These non-detections can be explained because we do

not yet have a phase coherent timing solution, but also

because of the difference of sensitivity of the MeerKAT,

GBT and GMRT observations. The survey sensitivity

of TRAPUM GC observations for NGC 1851 have been

reported previously in §2.1 of Ridolfi et al. (2022) using

the modified radiometer equation (Dewey et al. 1985).

Adjusting these numbers for the values reported in ta-

ble 1 for TRAPUM observations of M30, we get a mini-

mum detectable flux density of 14.1µJy at L-BAND and

19.9µJy at the UHF band compared to 109.3µJy for the

400 MHz GMRT observation of M30 reported in Gau-

tam et al. (2022). Ransom et al. (2004) reported that

the GBT observations of M30 were sensitive to normal

millisecond pulsars in the range of ∼ 50 − 100µJy.

An important parameter in this orbital solution is the

system’s rate of advance of periastron, which we mea-

sure to be ω̇ = 0.078 ± 0.002 deg yr−1. The precision of

this measurement greatly benefits from the inclusion of

the 2001 TOAs, even with the fit of an arbitrary time

offset. Using the DDGR model (Taylor 1987; Taylor &

Weisberg 1989), which assumes that general relativity

(GR) accounts for the relativistic effects observed in the

timing, the total mass of the system derived from ω̇ is

Mtot = 2.53±0.08 M�. The mass-mass diagram assum-

ing GR along with our measurement of ω̇ is shown in

Figure 4. In this Figure, we can see that combining the

total mass measurement with the constraint from the

mass function, we can estimate a minimum companion

mass of 1.10 M� and a maximum pulsar mass of 1.43

M�.

Note that, although our measurement of the first-spin

frequency derivative ḟ is not significant, it is important

to fit for this parameter in order to obtain a realistic

uncertainty for ω̇. Indeed, if we don’t fit for ḟ , the

uncertainty of ω̇ will be one order of magnitude smaller.

Assuming the small ḟ typical of MSPs is not warranted

because it could have a significant contribution from the

system’s acceleration in the cluster.

3.5. System origin

Most binary MSPs in our Galaxy are in highly cir-

cularised orbits with a low-mass He-WD or a non-

degenerate or semi-degenerate ultra-light companion

(Mc ≤ 0.08 M�, Tauris et al. 2012 and references

within). These systems are highly recycled (P ≤ 10 ms)

due to the long mass transfer phase which transfers

https://psrchive.sourceforge.net/
https://tempo.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 3. Postfit timing residuals of PSR J2140−2311B as a function of time and orbital phase using the DD Binary model.
Colors indicate different telescopes and backends used to obtain the TOAs.

Figure 4. Mass-mass diagram of M30B assuming GR obtained from pulsar timing. In the left plot, we show the mass of the
companion Mc versus the cosine of the inclination angle. The gray region here is excluded by the requirement that Mp > 0. On
the right we present Mc versus the mass of the pulsar Mp. The gray region is excluded by the mass function and orbital geometry
(i.e sin i ≤ 1). The black triplet of lines shows the regions consistent with the measurement of the advance of periastron ω̇ along
with their 1 σ uncertainty. As we can see, from these measurements we can derive an upper limit for Mp and a lower limit for
Mc.

matter and angular momentum from the companion to

the pulsar, spinning it up to very rapid rates and re-

ducing the magnetic field strengths of the NS (Bhat-

tacharya & van den Heuvel 1991; Bhattacharya 2002;

Tauris & van den Heuvel 2006). Intermediate spin-

period pulsars (10≤ P ≤ 20 ms, Camilo et al. 2001)

tend to have massive CO or ONeMg WD companions

(e.g. PSR J1802−2104, Ferdman et al. 2010), but their

orbits still have very low eccentricities.

If the companion star is massive enough to undergo

its own supernova (SN) explosion and if the binary or-

bit survives, then a double neutron star system (DNS,

see Tauris et al. 2017 for a review) will form. These sys-

tems tend to be mildly recycled (P ≥ 17 ms, see Stovall

et al. 2018) as their massive companions do not live for

long, halting the recycling process earlier. Unlike sys-

tems with WD companions, they have highly eccentric

orbits because of the kick and mass loss from the second

SN (Brandt & Podsiadlowski 1995; Tauris et al. 2017).

Given its high orbital eccentricity, M30B could in prin-

ciple have formed like the DNSs in the Galactic disk.

The total mass is similar to that of the lightest known
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Table 2. Timing parameters for PSR J2140−2311B (M30B)
presented in Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB). For right
ascension and declination, we report the values that cor-
respond to the maximum likelihood reported by SeeKAT
along with their one-sigma uncertainty. Both the position
and DM have been kept fixed for our timing analysis given
the sparsity of our detections.

Pulsar J2140−2311B

Fitting program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TEMPO

Time Units . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TDB

Terrestrial Time Standard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . UTC(NIST)

Solar System Ephemeris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DE440

Right Ascension, α (J2000) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21:40:25.2(3)

Declination, δ (J2000) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −23:11:45(7)

Spin Frequency, f (Hz) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76.9833055(6)

1st Spin Frequency derivative, ḟ (Hz s−1) 3(15)×10−15

Reference Epoch (MJD) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59763.520924

Start of Timing Data (MJD) . . . . . . . . . . . . 52161.993

End of Timing Data (MJD) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59831.942

Dispersion Measure, DM (pc cm−3) . . . . . 25.063(3)

Number of TOAs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73

Residuals RMS (µs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.42

Binary Parameters

Binary Model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DD

Projected Semi-major Axis, xp (lt-s) . . . . 19.5222(7)

Orbital Eccentricity, e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.87938(2)

Longitude of periastron, ω (deg) . . . . . . . . . 160.8007(4)

Epoch of periastron Passage, T0 (MJD) . 59763.520649(6)

Rate of periastron advance, ω̇ (deg/yr) . . 0.078(2)

Orbital Period, Pb (days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.21565400(6)

Derived Parameters

Galactic longitude, l (◦) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.161(1)

Galactic latitude, b (◦) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −46.851(2)

Total system Mass, MTOT (M�) . . . . . . . . 2.53(8)

Companion mass, Mc (M�) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ≥ 1.10

Pulsar mass, Mp (M�) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ≤ 1.43

Spin Period, P (s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.01298982933(2)

1st Spin Period derivative, Ṗ (s s−1) . . . . −6(25)×10−19

Mass Function, f(Mp) (M�) . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2067

Total offset from GC center, θ⊥ (arcmin) 1.2(1)

DNS systems (like PSRs J1411+2551 and J1946+2052,

Martinez et al. 2017; Stovall et al. 2018). However, this

scenario is unlikely given the spin period of M30B —

P ∼ 12.98 ms, faster than for any pulsars in a DNS

seen to date in the Galaxy. Furthermore, there are cur-

rently no massive stars in GCs that would provide a

second SN; the last time these existed in GCs was more

than 10 Gyr ago. Thus, if M30B was such a primordial

DNS, its characteristic age (τc) would have to be at least

∼ 10 Gyr. We note, though, that given the large γ of

the host cluster it is very unlikely that the system would

still resemble its original configuration.

The spin period of M30B is more compatible with a

relatively massive CO or ONeMg WD companion. In

the Galactic disk, these systems have low orbital eccen-

tricities, but given the large number of stellar encounters

in GCs, the orbital eccentricity could have been greatly

increased (Phinney 1992). Thus, it is possible that the

companion is a massive WD star whose progenitor re-

cycled the pulsar; in this case we should also expect

τc ∼ 10 Gyr.

A more likely hypothesis is that M30B is a result of

an exchange encounter, where the lighter star that recy-

cled the pulsar was ejected during the binary’s chaotic

encounter with a more massive degenerate star, which

is the current companion. Given the random dynamics

of such an encounter, we cannot decide on the nature of

the companion - either a massive WD or a NS — based

on arguments from stellar evolution (although massive

white dwarfs are generally more likely given their larger

abundance in the cluster, see e.g., Ye et al. 2019; Kremer

et al. 2021).

Several eccentric MSP binaries with massive com-

panions recently been found in core-collapsed GCs

(which have the highest γ values: PSR J1807−2500B

in NGC 6544 Lynch et al. 2012, PSR J1835−3259A in

NGC 6652 DeCesar et al. 2015 and PSR J1823−3021G

in NGC 6624 Ridolfi et al. 2021). These are trought

to be exchange products because their spin periods are

very small compared to binary pulsars in the Galactic

disk with similarly massive companions. In all core-

collapsed GCs, these systems represent approximately

1/3 of the known population of binary radio pulsars.

For this calculation, we have adopted the definition of

core-collapsed GC from the Harris catalog (Harris 1996,

2010 revision) and only considered binary pulsars with

well measured orbits. We then assume that pulsars in

an eccentric orbit (e > 0.1) orbiting a massive com-

panion (mc > 0.38 M�) are likely to be the result of

exchange products. Using this definition and the up-

dated numbers from the ‘GC Pulsar catalog’, we find

that 5 out of the 14 (∼ 35.7 %) binary pulsars in core-

collapsed GCs are likely to be exchange products; in non

core-collapsed GCs only 10 out of 109 (∼ 9.2%) binary

pulsars fulfill these criteria. The location of M30B in

a core-collapsed GC is thus an indication that it likely

originated in an exchange encounter. Another clue is

its high eccentricity: Among secondary exchange prod-

ucts, M30B has the third-highest orbital eccentricity af-

ter PSR J1835−3259A (e ∼ 0.96, DeCesar et al. 2015)

and PSR J0514−4002A (e ∼ 0.88, Freire et al. 2007;

Ridolfi et al. 2019).

When exchange encounters are very frequent, they

might even happen during the LMXB phase. In this
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case, the recycling process is truncated, resulting in a

partially recycled pulsar that still has a relatively high

magnetic field and will therefore appear young. Un-

like MSPs, such mildly recycled pulsars spin down fast,

which means that their LMXB disruption must be re-

cent. This explains why slow, apparently young pulsars

in GCs are overwhelmingly found in high-γ GCs and lie

below the pulsar spin-up line (Verbunt & Freire 2014;

Abbate et al. 2022), although in this regard we must

keep in mind that there are alternative explanations for

the formation of apparently young pulsars in GCs (e.g.

Ivanova et al. 2008).

The recent disruption of a LMXB by a massive de-

generate intruder that then becomes the pulsar’s com-

panion is a likely explanation for the parameters of

PSR B2127+11C (P = 30.5 ms and τc ∼ 0.1 Gyr), a

binary pulsar located in the core-collapsed GC M15.

Although this system superficially resembles a Galactic

DNS (see Andrews & Mandel 2019), its characteristic

age - less than 1% of the age of the GC - is too small for

it to be a DNS formed from the primordial population of

massive stars of M15 (Prince et al. 1991). If the recent

disruption of a LMXB is the explanation for the rela-

tively slow spin of M30B, then we might also expect the

pulsar to have a characteristic age much smaller than

the age of the M30 GC itself.

One clue that suggests that PSR B2127+11C was re-

cently involved in an exchange encounter is its large dis-

tance (0.94′) from the centre of M15 (Prince et al. 1991;

Jacoby et al. 2006). Normally, mass segregation causes

the pulsar population in dense GCs to be very centrally

condensed, with most pulsars within, or near their cores

(e.g., Freire et al. 2017; Prager et al. 2017; Abbate et al.

2018). This is the case for all other pulsars in M15 (An-

derson 1993) and for M30A (Ransom et al. 2004). The

large distance of PSR B2127+11C from the center of

M15 is possibly the result of the recoil caused by the

ejection of the previous light companion that partially

recycled the pulsar; the time elapsed since the recoil

(∼ 0.1Gyr, if it is the same event that disrupted the

LMXB) is presumably too short for the system to have

migrated back to the centre of the GC via dynamical

friction. Interestingly, M30B is located 1.2(1)′ from the

cluster centre and just outside its half-light radius, which

again suggests a recent exchange interaction. Overall,

pulsars with such large distances from the centre (in

core radii) occur more often in high-γ GCs (Verbunt &

Freire 2014).

3.6. Prospects

We plan to continue timing M30B as part of the Meer-

Time GC pulsar timing programme. These observations

are necessary in order to fully connect all the MeerKAT

observations (possibly all the way back to 2001) and

shed light into the nature of the M30B system. A phase-

coherent timing solution will yield much improved as-

trometric, spin and orbital parameters. The spin and

orbital period derivatives will be extremely important,

because their measurement will allow the determination

of τc, which will be crucial for distinguishing between a

primordial binary with a massive companion or a more

recent exchange product. This will also greatly improve

all orbital parameters, especially Pb and ω̇.

The following step will be to determine the individual

masses via the detection of additional relativistic effects.

Dense orbital campaigns in the near future might lead

to the detection of the Shapiro delay (Shapiro 1964): for

an inclination angle of 60◦, the h3 parameter (Freire &

Wex 2010) would be 1.2µs. This can be detected with

2-σ significance with 4000 ToAs with the current tim-

ing precision. The parameter will be larger (and there-

fore detected with higher significance) for higher incli-

nations, another possibility is to somehow improve the

timing precision. If the orbital inclination is low and/or

we’re unable to improve the timing precision, then we

will have to wait to detect the Einstein delay. However,

the longitude of periastron ω of M30B is not optimal for

this goal (see detailed discussion in Ridolfi et al. 2019),

so if the Shapiro delay is not detectable, measuring the

component masses with the Einstein delay will take sev-

eral decades.

4. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we presented the confirmation of M30B

with the first set of new detections of this pulsar since

its discovery in 2001. We found that the pulsar can

be reliably detected with the MeerKAT UHF receivers;

this has finally allowed, 20 years after the discovery, a
detailed characterization of this system: it is located

1.2(1)′ from the cluster centre and the pulsar is in a

highly eccentric (e = 0.879) orbit around a companion

that could either be a massive WD or a NS. We also mea-

sured the rate of periastron advance, which indicates a

total system mass consistent with that of the lightest

known DNSs in our Galaxy (Martinez et al. 2017; Sto-

vall et al. 2018)22. M30B was likely formed as the re-

sult of a secondary exchange encounter, similar systems

have been observed in other GCs with very dense cores.

Further timing observations are necessary to obtain a

phase-connected timing solution for this pulsar, which

would yield much improved astrometric, spin and or-

22 For a list of NS mass measurements, see https://www3.
mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/staff/pfreire/NS masses.html

https://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/staff/pfreire/NS_masses.html
https://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/staff/pfreire/NS_masses.html
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bital parameters. Continued timing might result in the

detection of additional relativistic effects and the deter-

mination of the individual masses of the components.

The characterization of M30B is a demonstration of the

unrivalled sensitivity of MeerKAT for radio sources in

the Southern celestial hemisphere.
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